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Disclaimer:
Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) and those associated with this publication have exercised all
possible care in compiling and presenting the information contained in it. This
information reflects the state of the art at the time of publication. nevertheless the
possibility that inaccuracies may occur in this publication cannot be ruled out. Any
one wishing to use the information in it will be deemed to do so at his or her own
risk.. RWS declines – also on behalf of all persons associated with this publication
– any liability whatsoever in respect of loss or damage that may arise in
consequence of such use.
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Summary
The question is often raised as to how long the
next generations can continue to live and work in
low-lying Dutch Delta. The system of dikes,
combined with the limited space for rivers, should
guarantee our safety against inundation for the
next hundred years, at least. But what do we do
thereafter, when the sea level continues to rise,
precipitation and river discharge continue to
increase and the land level continues to subside?
Are our dikes there for eternity?
Apart from the question whether it is technically
and financially feasible to build dikes higher and
higher, it is a fact that, when these higher dikes get
breached, the consequences become more serious
for the inhabitants of the areas behind the dikes
and also for their property and possessions. Must
our descendants just leave the low-lying areas, or
are there other solutions?

(a new era - a new person for everyone a free pair of
rubber boots)
To put it briefly: Do we have an ace up our sleeve for the distant future?

This was a good reason for the Road and Hydraulics Engineering Institute of the
Rijkswaterstaat to start an investigation into a radically different flood safety
management concept, in which dikes will play a less dominant role. This
investigation will enable the Road and Hydraulics Engineering Institute to
contribute to the discussion over a fundamentally different approach to water and
safety, a discussion that also was initiated by the Committee on Water
st
Management in the 21 Century.
This investigation is aimed at creating an alternative concept of living with water and
required flood safety for the large Dutch rivers, which concept can be realised over
some hundred of years. It has provided the opportunity for frank and open thinking
and discussion, and should lead to a concept that can be also used in other areas. An
important starting point was that many people in the Netherlands must still be able to
live, work and enjoy recreation in that area under comparable conditions with regard
to prosperity and welfare as they do today.
The concept that was developed, now called the RiversandLand safety concept, gives
water all the space it needs, by which even the highest imaginable discharge wave in
the big rivers will cause only a relatively slight increase in water level. The
consequence is that this area will then look completely different from the current river
landscape. The very low-lying areas will be permanently under water, while there will
be other areas that will never or almost never be flooded. The areas in-between will
become wet or dry depending on how high the land lies. Flooding will occur between
once a year and several times a century.
The Large Rivers area will indeed become much wetter, but that does not mean that
the quality of life there will decrease. With the technological developments that in the
long term will make it possible to live, work and play in these wet areas, a society can
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be developed that will be adapted to the changing presence of water. In other words,
this society will not need to be afraid of flooding. We want to put this image forward
as an attractive flood safety alternative for the very long term against continuation of
the current safety concept, which is continuation of careful draining and keeping dry
of lower and lower lying land, in a completely diked river landscape, in which there
will be disastrous consequences to the collapse of the dikes.
The first results of this reconnaissance have shown us that it is definitely worth putting
the ideas realised by these thought processes to a broader audience for further
examination. It does appear to be possible, within the RiversandLand safety concept,
to create a society in which water can emphatically determine the landscape, while
the people can enjoy living, working and playing, and in which they do not have pay
the penalty of decreased mobility. The society and their way of living will be
completely tuned to the presence of water and its dynamic character. This is the
optimum form of 'accommodate' instead of 'turn back'.
The new environment may well cause some physical water-related health problems;
however, our first investigations appear to show that these problems are not
insurmountable against the feasibility of the flood safety concept.
Of course, economic aspects are very important for evaluation of a completely
different water safety concept. It does not seem possible, with our current insights, to
establish a reliable balance between the costs and benefits of the current policy versus
the RiversandLand safety concept. If this vision is looked on as an investment project
that must be realised within 50 years, then it (as is the case with many other visions) is
not an attractive option. However, realisation of some parts might be attractive.
Very appealing images have been created for investigating the character and spatial
design of the landscape. Recent attention given to floating accommodation and the
attraction of living close to water have facilitated the creation of an image of such a
futuristic community.
In landscape terms, we can imagine dwelling mounds, recreational nature preserves
and aquaculture. However, we can also propose lakes in the area of West-Holland
with multiple functionality, for example for recreation and floating activities such as
accommodation and greenhouses. Many monographs have shown us many different
images.
A small-scale (interview) study showed that the citizen wants to remain closely
involved in the further development of this vision of flood safety concepts and it is
important that a discussion takes place about an 'open' future. The study also showed
that those interviewed found it useful that the government in the framework of
development of new visions also will investigate the extreme concepts of flood safety
and quality of life. Continual attention from a broad group of involved persons from
our society to the development of this vision is essential. Choices from current policy
can be made against the background of a vision of the future safety of our country
against flooding. It is important that the population and administrators are convinced
of the necessity for the proposed water safety concept and that they have thorough
insight into the perspectives of such a concept in comparison to others.
Finally, we conclude that obviously, a joint discussion should first take place regarding
protection against high water levels in order to determine which social behaviour must
be strived for in our delta for safety against flooding in the future.

The RiversandLand flood safety concept gives us a possible ace up
our sleeve!
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1 Introduction

1

(History: The creation of the Netherlands has taken
centuries
And, children, it's not finished yet)

Life in the delta
Living in a delta demands a
continual effort from the
inhabitants to protect
themselves against flooding.
The first inhabitants lived on
the higher land, such as
natural levees, coastal
islands of dunes and
mounds. However, in
periods when the number of
floods became too large, life
was no longer possible there
and the people had to leave.

The dike concept
About 1000 years ago, people started to protect themselves actively against flooding
by the building of dikes. In a later phase, smaller rivers were dammed and water
management in the diked areas was improved more and more. The Netherlands is
protected against high water levels in this way even up to the present day because the
dike concept still forms the basis of our safety system against flooding.
The current practices of science and technology, and a well organised water and dike
management system appear to be very successful, with the Netherlands as a world
famous example. We have been so successful in keeping the water "outside" that we
no longer worry about the danger; without hesitation, residential areas and other large
investments are realised in the lowest parts of the diked and drained land.
In the history of water management, alongside many successes, there have been a
large number of dike breaches and floods. Up till now, these have not given any
reason to move away from the dike concept. Instead, the dikes have been heightened,
reinforced and/or replaced, with the most recent round of dike reinforcement (decided
on in the 1960s) being completed in 2000.
New policies
The floods and other water problems in the 1990s have made it necessary for us to
look ahead and see what we must do to retain our desired level of security against
water in the near future. This has resulted in the policy called 'Space for the Rivers and
st
A Different Approach to Water' (Water Management Policy in the 21 Century),
which considers water management, safety and prevention of damage and
inconvenience from flooding for the decades to come. For this, a careful look has also
been taken 'beyond the dikes'. In addition to current policy for maintaining the
existing flood defence system in optimum condition, other types of measures are
being advocated for achieving the intended level of security.
Dikes for eternity? Investigation into the distant future
In recent years, our society has been increasingly questioning the indiscriminate
continuation of the centuries-old dike-safety concept. Are we now for eternity forced
to increase the height of the dikes and drain even lower lying land? And what are the
consequences of the continuing rise of sea level, the continuing land subsidence, the
increasing peak discharges of the rivers, the higher intensity of precipitation, the
1
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restrictions of the classic method of increasing the height of dikes on soft soils, the
increasing risks of a breach? of the higher and higher dikes? And can the Netherlands
continue to pay the costs?
In order to attempt to answer these questions and as a follow-up to the abovementioned developments in water management policy, the Road and Hydraulics
Engineering Institute has taken the initiative to investigate a radically new flood safety
concept, in which dikes play a less dominant role. Development of a long-term vision
of this subject is especially important for formulation of a clear flood safety strategy
for the distant future. The Road and Hydraulics Engineering Institute wants to use this
investigation as a contribution to the discussion of a fundamentally different approach
st
to water and safety; a discussion that has been initiated by the 21 Century Water
Management Committee.
One characteristic of this new concept is that, some hundreds of years in the future,
water will once again have gained its complete freedom. In the RiversandLand
concept, we do not play with the rivers, we do not raise the dikes and no river
widening measures will be taken….no, we shall let the rivers flow freely again and
then study whether there is a safe and enjoyable way to live in such an environment.
In this way, we shall be actually living with water instead of fighting against it. We
can look to this problem in a more wider scope (not only to dikes) for the very distant
future and see how far the idea of 'water as the guiding principle' can literally be
given form.
Although the question involves in principle the whole of the Netherlands, this study is
for practical reasons related to the Large Rivers area between the Northern Rhine dike
and the Southern Maas dike. That is why we have given the concept the name
'RiversandLand'.
Central formulation of question
This investigation is studying how far it is possible to live, work and reside in an area
so influenced by water. Is it possible to have a viable community in our low-lying
country without dikes? If so, how can you reach this objective and what factors play a
determining role? And what are the water safety benefits and what are the financialeconomic aspects?
Over such a period of time, a great deal may occur, of course; compare the
Netherlands of 2000 with the same country in 1700 - the differences are enormous.
Aim of investigation
This investigation has the aim of gaining insight, developing visions and investigating
concepts to facilitate discussion on water management and safety against floods in
the distant future.
It has been emphatically stated that this investigation cannot and will not lead to the
presentation of a ready-to-use solution for water safety during the next few hundred
years. A second footnote is that it is not the actual area that is being investigated that
is important, but more the feasibility of a fundamentally different flood safety concept:
'is it possible to imagine another way of coping with water?' This concept is in
principle also useful and applicable in other areas of the Netherlands and elsewhere in
the world. Thirdly, it has been mentioned that questions about feasibility and
acceptability are subjects for political and social discussion and are therefore not
explicitly items for this investigation.
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Approach to the investigation
For the investigation of the RiversandLand project, the Road and Hydraulics
Engineering Institute of the Rijkswaterstaat (the General Directorate for Public Works
and Water Management) has cooperated with the Construction Department of
Rijkswaterstaat and with many universities and other institutes. This cooperation has
provided a multicoloured patchwork of results and images in the form of smaller scale
reports, of which an overview is given in Chapter 7; these reports form the basis of
this publication.
Structure of the investigative study
After consideration of flood safety concepts in Chapter 2, images are described in
Chapter 3 concerning what the area will look like in several hundred years, including
the landscape features and the possibilities of use by people. Protection against high
water levels will be achieved by application of the flood safety concept called
RiversandLand. Together with all the limitations that very long-term predictions bring,
many aspects of community characteristics are described, such as hydrology,
morphology, landscape, accommodation, employment, mobility and health.
Economic considerations play an evident role in any social discussion on the visions
and concepts as explained here; these aspects are considered in Chapter 4.
What is the meaning of such a long-term vision for the 'here and now' and what
aspects play a role in the gaining of public support for introducing this flood safety
concept into government policy? These aspects such as public support,
communication and perception, all of which play a role, are discussed in Chapter 5.
The conclusions and recommendations resulting from this investigation are described
in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 gives an overview of the many report sections that were prepared under
the framework of this investigative study.
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2 Flood safety concepts

1

Flood safety concepts are often ways that have developed with time by which society
is able to cope with problems caused by water and floods. Increasingly, explicit and
strategic choices are made concerning the flood safety questions for certain
developments.
This chapter, with brief reference to a global inventory, considers the Dutch dikes
concept and the RiversandLand concept, a possible way to keep our country safe and
inhabitable into the distant future.

2.1 Global inventory of flood safety concepts
Floods and other inconveniences caused by water are not an exclusively Dutch
problem; they are a worldwide problem in low-lying coastal areas and river plains.
Depending on technical, economic and physical developments and conditions, there is
a variety of ways by which people cope with floods. A recent inventory of the world's
water safety concepts provided the following categories:
1. Do nothing and accept floods as natural phenomena
History shows us that old civilisations (e.g., Egypt, China, etc.) looked on a river
flood as 'a respected and valuable guest', providing water and sediment. As a
result, the soil was fertile for agriculture and a new layer of fertile sediment was
added each year. In some Third World countries, this is still the practical situation.
2. Approach floods with non-structured measures
The starting point for this approach is that the flow of the river is not affected, and
there are three ways: regulation (floods and the chances of them occurring control
the town and country planning and human activities that take place and are
allowed in specific areas), flood defences (aimed at minimising the damage and
inconvenience, e.g., by predictions and technical measures) and insurance (against
floods taking place).
A number of these types of ways are very topical; for example, the possibility of
insuring against flood damage.
3. Application of structural measures against floods.
In this approach, it is attempted to take control of the river, its flow and water
output. This is a technical systems approach, by which a large range of measures
can be applied to regulate the natural systems. This does not mean only dikes,
polders and drainage, but also measures such as storage reservoirs that are
intended to keep the water longer in its place rather than allowing it to be
discharged more quickly.
This is the accepted approach used in the West and in many places in the Third
World, and it often leads to problems at the limits of the structural measures. For
example, the various occasions of flooding and dikes nearly being burst that have
made news in recent years, in the Netherlands, Poland and Germany, among other
places.
Floods are natural phenomena with both positive and negative aspects, and there
appears to be more than one way to cope with them. Choosing the most suitable way
is not unambiguous; it is something that depends on local conditions. This means that
the freedom of choice actually depends on the degree of technical, economic and
social development of that country or area.

1
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2.2 Dikes concept: dikes for eternity?
The way in which the
Netherlands protects
itself today against
high water and
possible floods
definitely belongs in
the third category
(see section 2.1); the
dikes concept is our
basic flood safety
system. In the past
few hundred years,
we have learnt to
protect ourselves
(we've been pumping out forever!
effectively with dikes
We've lost our balance)
against high water.
Despite regular dike breaches and floods, it appears that this water safety concept is
successful. We have become extremely efficient and competent in building and
maintaining flood defences, also at the institutional level, and are world famous for it.
Adequate maintenance and management of flood flood defence systems require a
significant national effort and a high level of organisation. We have become so good
at it that society 'seems to be shifting away more from the water'. More and more
people are living and working in the dike-protected areas and the investments are
huge: cities, industries and large infrastructural operations are constructed there. Even
in the lowest lying areas, 'dry' crops are being cultivated.
The processes that form the landscape by erosion and sedimentation have come to a
standstill because of the building of dikes along the rivers. Previously, the riverbanks
and the land lying behind them would grow with each flood, but now the vertical
barrier has been created that is heightened each time there is a flood. And we know
the consequences:
• the sediment rises between the dikes such that the river bed and the water
meadows keep getting higher and higher;
• on the inland side of the dike, drainage and lowering of the water table are
causing the dike-protected land to subsidence even further.
In addition, the signals are getting stronger that, under the influence of climate
change, the peak river output will continue to increase and sea levels will continue to
rise.
These developments are not without consequences. In recent decades, the threat of
river flooding and damage has made it clear that we shall continue to be confronted
with the fact that complete security against floods does not exist and that it is not
possible for the government to guarantee us complete security. We shall need to give
permanent attention towards protection against floods, be prepared for them and
th
learn to live with the flood risks, as mentioned in the 4 Note on Water Management
(NW4).
Changing thoughts about flood safety; a turn-about in thinking has already started
The question is being raised more and more often as to whether we can or want to
continue to maintain the 'eternal' cycle of 'higher water - raise the dikes - higher
water - raise the dikes higher'. Can we get out of the vicious circle - investments
require protection, this protection leads to new investments and these new
investments need more protection? It appears that jointly agreed flood safety
standards are continually being caught up by time; for example, it is a currently
relevant question as to whether the flood safety approach and safety standards from
the end of the 1950s are now still applicable.
RiversandLand: Dikes for eternity?
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In the 4 Note on Water Management, it is indicated that water systems need more
latitude to be able to cope with uncertain and unforeseen developments. People must
just take a step backwards. The policy of 'Space for the Rivers' is amplified here.
Instead of a new round of heightening the dikes, we have chosen to realise safety
against floods by giving the river more space.
Recent policy documents have shown that this development is progressing. The report
st
'Water Management Policy in the 21 Century' suggests that awareness about water
th
for citizens and administrators is too limited; the 5 Note (Policy Report) on Physical
Planning makes the choice for water as an important organising principle.
Safety in the very long term
The above-mentioned developments show that it no longer goes without saying that
we should continue automatically to build following the traditional flood safety
concept for dikes. There are sufficient reasons to raise questions:
• In some places, the soft soil will not allow traditional heightening of the dikes;
alternative solutions requiring higher investment are required;
• There are limitations from environmental, socio-economic and cultural
considerations. Thus, dikes that need more space lead to spatial-planning
problems, sometimes together with social unrest;
• The annual management and maintenance costs increase, and economising on
these costs is not an option, because the resulting reduction in the quality of the
flood water defences means an increased risk of flooding. However, in poor
economic times, it is difficult to avoid nibbling away at the required budget. In
other words, the success of the flood safety concept requires political and
economic stability; history has shown that politically and economically stable
periods of 50 years are rare;
• The difference between river levels and polders will increase by some metres over
time (estimates suggest 4.5 m in 300 years). The polder land in the West of the
Netherlands will be
so low in
comparison to the
sea that the influx
of salt (ground)
water cannot be
prevented. It is
already being
suggested that we
should let the
deeper lying
polders in the west
of our country
return to being
under water. The
(safety? The dike can be raised further)
water in the
ditches/canals there
is already so brackish that it is almost impossible to continue with agriculture. In
addition to fresh water provision for agriculture, we have to look into the provision
of drinking water in the long term;
• The flood risks are increasing due to the continuing population growth and big
investments. If a dike would be breached, the economic damage will be immense
(even if we consider that the inhabitants have received sufficient early warning and
have been evacuated).
This development shows us that the fight to keep water out will become even
tougher. The question is, will we continue to succeed? Is the degree with which we
are filling in the policy of Space for Rivers sufficiently to be able also to guarantee our
safety in the long to very long term (50 to 500 years)? And what must take place in
RiversandLand: Dikes for eternity?
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order for a stop to be called to even further 'draining down' of the area of the WestNetherlands? In other words, is the water safety concept with dikes sufficiently robust
for the distant future?
Or should we move towards a fundamentally different flood safety concept? A
concept in which the vicious circle is broken and that:
• is less dependent on dikes;
• is much more robust against (changes in) external conditions;
• starts with living with water.
In short: do we have an ace up our sleeve if we cannot succeed further with dikes?

2.3 Rivers and Land concept: an ace up our sleeve?
The RiversandLand flood
safety concept envisages
a fundamentally different
way to cope with high
water, and the concept is
in fact a combination of
the three abovementioned categories
(see section 2.1).
Although the concept is
in principle valid for the
whole of the low-lying
parts of the Netherlands,
this study is aimed for
(high water! I'll stay home today in my amphibious house, practical reasons at what
with my amphibious car and my amphibious tree)
we have called the Large
Rivers area, between the
Northern Rhine dike and the Southern Maas dike. That is why we have given the
concept the name 'RiversandLand'. A surprising aspect is that dikes will no longer be
looked on as the most important and only option for gaining security against flooding.
In this investigation, the dikes have no water management function at all. The design
and use of the land and water is completely tuned towards natural variations in water
levels, because the rivers once again have gained maximum space.
This flood safety concept strengthens the population's belief and thereby their
awareness of the value of water. Water becomes once more an accepted part of the
inhabitable environment. The direct proximity of water at the same time heightens
alertness for its power and dynamic nature and this alertness will lead to a robust
flood safety consciousness.
The RiversandLand concept is against the further lowering of the land (due to
pumping), and it allows sediment back on to the land for building it up. At the same
time, it improves the spongy nature of the soil so that possible future problems with
fresh water provisions might be avoided. In this way, the concept answers the general
aim for resilience and sustainability.
Because the RiversandLand concept is less dependent on the degree of organisation, it
is robust, meaning that it is insensitive to maintenance. After all, maintenance is cheap
if the change is made just once. This is a great advantage especially in poor economic
times for the area itself and the adjacent areas as well.
People in the area are confronted daily with water; thus they have adjusted their living
and economic conditions to cope with it. When an extremely high water level is
signalled, it is not that much higher that what they have already been experiencing
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regularly. Thus, although there will be damage, it will remain limited in comparison to
what would happen if there was a breach of a dike.
In addition to intrinsically and robustly safe technical solutions such as floating houses,
in the RiversandLand concept there are also extrinsically safe yet vulnerable solutions,
such as mounds, ring-dikes and houses on stilts. The risk of failure is much less than
with the current dikes, because an increase in the water discharge will cause a slower
increase in the river water levels due to more space.
It must also be enjoyable and desirable to live, work and stay in such an area; these
aspects are discussed in the following chapters.
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3 Possible images of the RiversandLand
1
flood safety concept
The essence of the RiversandLand concept is that water will not be kept behind
dikes, but that it will have freedom. The organisation of the community will be
completely adapted to that situation, with dikes rarely present, or not at all. Vital
social functions such as living and working will be adjusted to the dynamics of the
natural system, which will make this flood safety concept very robust.
In this chapter, images will be discussed as to how the rivers area could look without
dikes, showing the situation in 200 to 300 years time, for the landscape, hydrology
and human activities.
The accent is on 'how it could be', because RiversandLand is an open concept, not a
blueprint in which units and relationships are fixed for several hundreds of years. The
concept will remain open for unforeseen developments and changes, and the
conceptual character invites continual initiative and creative thinking. This allows the
possibility of creating solutions that can be applied in other water systems.

3.1 Hydrology, geomorphology and landscape
An unstable situation
has come to exist in the
Netherlands over the
years because of dike
building.
In their natural state,
the rivers would break
through their banks
and/or natural levees
on average once every
325 years and seek a
new route, with the old
arms of the river soon
silting up. For this
reason, the River Waal,
(the morphology of natural systems is unknown - the future if it was not retained by
is obscurity)
dikes, would be
expected to search for
a route that runs roughly along the route of the present River Linge.
In the very distant future, in the middle and east of the area, we shall find a large
natural area with a slowly meandering river; In the western part, it will transform into
a delta, followed by an area of lakes even further west. The western area will show
the effects of tidal inflow.
Once a year, most of the RiversandLand-area will be under water. The fluctuations of
the river levels will be less than the present, because the river will have more room to
itself. Furthermore, the river levels will increase more gradually when there is an
increase in water discharge.

1
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The level for extremely high water will be considerably lower in the eastern rivers area,
while the lakes in the western part will cope with higher levels than now, with
reference to the actual land level.
The river water will take sand and silt particles along with it, dropping them in the
area so that in the east part of the western lake a new higher lying delta will form.
Almost no silt will reach the sea.
The geophysical and geographical situation will in fact clearly be different to this
scenario. The area can be roughly divided into four sections:
• the foreland. In the downstream direction, the amount of higher lying ground will
decrease and large areas of the eastern part will only be flooded a few times in
the foreseeable future.When it does happen, the water will not rise anywhere by
more than a metre. Towards the western part, the broad riverbanks will become
smaller and the wet dip (lowland, swamps) will become larger. Upstream, there
will be mainly small isolated lowland areas. A little downstream, the pools
(swamps) will become larger and they will be wet for the greater part of the year.
Even further downstream, the riverbanks will be only very small and the pools will
be broad and permanently wet. There will also be outstretches of marshes in
which peat will form.
A characteristic of the higher and dryer parts will be the spreading woods
alternating with brushwood and smaller open areas. The lower areas will be
characterised by willow woods, marshes and open water. As the land lies lower
and gets wetter, so the landscape will become more and more open. New major
arms of rivers will be present, such as the New Linge.
• previous winterbeds. The old winterbeds form usually higher grounds in the area.
As a landscape, this area looks very similar to the landscape of the higher parts of
the river islands. The elevation difference will slowly decrease due to new
sedimentation in the lower areas, but this will actually take many hundreds of
years. The areas will only be flooded occasionally and it seems realistic to suggest
that the ribbon-shaped elements in the landscape will remain attractive for
human activities. The old arms of the Rhine and Maas rivers will be temporarily
closed off between these ribbons of land, but will in the longer term silt up
completely;
•
the lakes of West-Holland. The polders in the western rivers area will not dry out
after the first flood, because they are under sea level and cannot drain off. A
lowland lagoon will exist which will consist of permanent lakes a few metres
deep, with around their edges marshes within which peat will start to be formed.
On the eastern shore of the lake, where the new river reaches the sea, there will
be a delta with a fan of sediment. The lake will grow and shrink, depending on
the balance between sedimentation and peat formation on the one hand and
erosion due to waves and wind on the other. The lakes will probably advance
further to the east if there is a significant increase in sea level, despite the
sedimentation;
• the new Biesbosch. If the Haringvliet dam is opened, the tide will move back into
the area and the edges of these lakes will become brackish and fresh water
intertidal areas. Development of a Biesbosch type of landscape would take place
there, characterised by a mixture of higher and lower ridges and plateaus
alongside deep channels.
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Based on: Topographic map: Topographic Service Emmen

(legend - water depth in metres)
3
Rivers and Land water depths when river output is 7000 m /sec. (average of 1 day/year)

3.2 Human activities
The society here will change greatly over this long term. Two to three hundred years
ago, the way people lived, worked and moved about looked completely different from
what it does today. Economic and technical developments continue to take place and
the way that people live will also continue to change. It is not possible to propose a
completely accurate description of life in two or three hundred years. An abstract
description of the main ideas, such as is given in the report on physical and economic
developments, also provides little certainty with regard to a picture of activities such
as living, working and moving about. That is why we have selected a sketch of the
future images, showing a kaleidoscope image of what it might be like living in the
RiversandLand area.

Living in the Rivers and Land area
We can make some general
statements about life in Rivers
and Land. In the current design of
the Large Rivers area, there is a
sort of separation of function:
facilities such as dikes and other
engineering constructions take
care of the safety of the area
within the ring of dikes, by which
the land inside that ring can be
built up for human activities
without any worries. In Rivers and
Land, in which protection by
flood water defences does not
take place, safe habitation is
guaranteed by a more robust
design of the whole area. Use of
land as we know it at present will
still be possible on a limited scale;
there will be a shift from arable
farming and horticulture to cattle
breeding and nature. In most of
the area, people will be living in
(Houses on stilts and Zeppelins)
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mound dwellings, houses on stilts or in smaller diked areas (e.g., the old town
centres).
Many inhabitants will not be land-dwellers anymore; they will have become waterdwellers. Their activities will become partially adjusted to their physical surroundings
and other activities will take place elsewhere.
For an area to qualify as inhabitable, the natural surroundings must not pose an
evident threat to human health. In addition, there should be no obvious danger from
water damage to the house and home of the current citizens, so that they will feel at
ease.
People need to be mobile and have easy transport from both an economic and a social
point of view. In general, it is possible with the current state of technology to ensure
their basic needs such as habitation and mobility. There is also still time to think of and
develop even more applied technology.
Current developments
On the surface, a trend can even now be seen in which living with water is becoming
integrated into our society, for example with the use of water as decoration for the
living environment. Water in (living) areas is seen as showing higher status, and it is
also looked on in a denigrating way as 'estate agent water'. This water certainly does
not contribute to keeping your feet dry in most living areas. In contrast, there are
various building projects going ahead which have had a directly negative effect on
water management. The islands that have sprouted up in Amsterdam IJburg limit the
water-storage capacity and the allowable level fluctuations of the IJ lake, while
building projects in the river beds of the Maas and Waal still regularly draw the
attention of the press.
However, there are developments that go further than simple 'estate agent water', for
example the plans for the Blue City (Groningen) started from the idea that it is
possible to make a design with less water pumping stations Agricultural areas should
be transformed into, on one side, densely populated water-rich areas as extensions to
the city of Groningen and, on the other side, into a thinly populated area, rich in
nature, and an attraction for recreation.
Project developers are joining in with the 'water trend', as they are travelling through
the country in demonstration floating houses, giving seminars on the usefulness and
necessity for wet 'urbanisation' and present projects for floating living areas.
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In fact, small-scale floating living areas have already been realised or are in
preparation, e.g., close to Maasbracht, there is a holiday park that consists partly of
floating houses, and IJburg is also providing a limited number of locations for floating
houses. As long as the opening up of floating houses occurs, this will not affect the
possibilities of water storage.
Thus, there are various developments going on that could be used as examples for
living in the RiversandLand area. With respect to house construction, there are no
technical problems that cannot be overcome in order to make a start on the execution
of these projects very soon.
Living in the future
The scale and nature of the landscape of the RiversandLand concept are so different
that, as well as technical aspects, it is possible that more socio-cultural aspects for
living on water - not so luxurious as at present - will play a role in determining its
feasibility on the very large scale. So far, no study has been performed into these
aspects.
In addition to floating houses, more alternatives will undoubtedly be developed,
including mound dwellings, houses on stilts or in smaller diked areas, such as the old
city centres.
Activities that do not agree with the availability of water must be changed or
performed elsewhere, for example, translocation of certain industrial tasks, intensive
agriculture and waste dumping sites.
The sewage system deserves special attention: if no changes are made, the sewers will
fill up at high water and will no longer function. Changing to individual waste water
treatment or a closed sewer system appears to be essential. Actually, this has already
happened in many areas by the introduction of pressurised sewer systems.

Health
In an initial investigation, our attention was given to water-borne diseases. Knowledge
of the ecosystem and the limiting conditions required for infective agents to proliferate
offers the possibility to make appropriate adjustments or take measures to limit or
prevent water-borne diseases.
Global warming will have an effect on the geographical distribution and transmission
potential of tropical diseases. However, for diseases such as malaria, cholera and
Legionnaire's disease (Legionella), no significant effect is expected in the Netherlands
from the predicted average warming of a few degrees over some time.
Water management, which includes regulation of the speed of the flow, water depth
and warming of the water, and monitoring and management of water quality, offers
possibilities for reduction in the transmission of various infectious diseases. This could
mean that people living in these area take steps to avoid the occurrence of stagnant
water, or that people go to live where the flow of the river is adequate. Other factors
that play a role in maintaining good public health are social, economic and cultural
developments, and the organisation and availability of health care; these are aspects
that are largely independent of the safety concept. Any other health problems are not
likely to call into question the feasibility of the RiversandLand concept.
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Mobility and transport

(with or without dikes, will life really be any different?)
Mobility and transport are a direct derivation from the broader social developments
that determine the supply and demand for transport. The demand mainly concerns
developments that determine the nature and spatial configuration of human activities
and the factors that determine their mobility behaviour. The supply in principle
depends on the demand, within limiting conditions that are mainly determined by
technological possibilities and developments.
Possible future developments in transport and mobility
Partly based on examination of historical developments over the last few hundred
years, future developments related to transport and mobility have been investigated in
a broad social context. A distinction has been made between possible developments
over the foreseeable future of say about 50 years, and developments in the distant
future, several hundred years.
The vision of the future based on the foreseeable developments over a period of 50
years is a mixture of compact and integrated centres of human activity, interspersed
with types of individual accommodation and buildings, within surroundings which
gradually offer more space to natural and dynamic processes and peoples' experience
of them. Between these centres of human activity, there will be frequent and rapid
flows of transport. The number of physical movements of people and goods within
the daily radius of activity will increase rather than decrease and there will be an
increase in middle-distance travel, which means an increase in scale. The number of
movements over very great distances will also increase. No really revolutionary, trendsetting forms of transport are expected to be developed, but a mixture of individual
and collective transport (the so-called 'combi-car') is a possibility. In addition,
substantial changes may occur in the technical realisation, energy sources and the
manifestation of transport vehicles and traffic carriers.

In the future vision based on more long-term 'futuristic' developments over several
hundreds of years, a further concentration of activities in core areas is expected, in
which there will be strong integration of energy, water, foodstuffs and general
facilities and waste flow, aimed at complete management and recycling (a durable and
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self-supporting system). Similar developments will appear in individual forms of
buildings, leading to the occurrence of small-scale, more or less 'self-sufficient' units.
Developments are expected in the form of individual air transport (the flying
'backpack' and flying 'Model T-Ford') or multi-media vehicles, with which people can
move about in an unlimited way in the air, on water or on the ground. There will also
be new types of collective and mass transport (e.g., based on the hovertrain and
‘tube’ concepts), aimed at the flow of people and goods, and the further integration
of them. This is a vision of people operating in an artificial, very integrated, physical
and partly virtual world that is becoming more and more independent of their natural
surroundings.
Possible forms of transport in the RiversandLand concept
The Large Rivers area has been divided into sub-systems, based on the presence or
absence of water, when looking at possible future forms of transport in the
RiversandLand concept.
Depending on the characteristics of each sub-system, the basic forms of human
activities can be realised in different ways, i.e., 'remaining dry' (ringed by dikes, on
mounds, or on stilts) or 'not remaining dry' (floating, or resisting temporary flooding).
The relevant transport relationships have been separated out by looking at the division
into sub-systems and the types of human activity. Within these transport
relationships, account has been taken of various forms of transport based on the
differences between people and goods, and within that on individual or collective; fast
(long distance) or slow (short distance); type of goods flows, facilities at the home,
and large-scale flows; and the possibilities for integration of transport flows.
Partly based on consideration of traffic carriers, modalities and types of drive (power),
with knowledge of the characteristics of the sub-systems of RiversandLand, an
inventory was made of conceivable types of transport for all relevant combinations of
transport relationships and types of transport for the 'foreseeable' and 'distant' future.
Based on the initial investigation of the subject, transport and mobility are not
expected to cause any unsolvable problems for the further development of the
RiversandLand concept. It would appear that within the 'foreseeable' developments,
for all imaginable forms of use and design of RiversandLand many possibilities already
exist to provide for the demands required for transport.
Still, for more realistic developments of our vision, more specific views must be formed
over possible use and organisational aspects for RiversandLand and on the (more or
less realistic) social and technological developments.
The inventory of conceivable types of transport can be seen as the building blocks for
the design of an integral transport system in order to further develop the vision of
transport and mobility.

3.3 Images of spatial ground use
For the landscape types described above in the study area it was explained how these
areas could be used by people. When setting up the descriptions, assumptions were
made about the expected developments in the areas of agriculture, need for water
(including for agriculture and drinking), need for a high quality of life and a good
working environment (including developments in IT knowledge and services), energy
(with more long-lasting energy sources) and furthermore about transport, mineral
extraction and recreation. Similar assumptions give the opportunity to develop the
proposed images further, always keeping in mind that these images are in part
fictitious. Future developments cannot really be predicted and thus cannot be included
in assumptions.
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The foreland
transportation, recreational preserves, aquaculture, mound dwellings
The possibilities for use of this landscape are mainly determined by two landscape
factors:
• free access and periodic availability of river water, and
• availability of major transport axes (magnetic or electronic track for separate
goods and people transport) on perforated dike structures or pillars.
From the main transport axes (East-West direction, with a few North-South crossings),
a few branches run to living and working centres close by, which form local and
regional collection and distribution points. Further into the area, as well as plants and
animals, people will also find living and working surroundings, which will be widely
scattered and extensive. Only those who work in the area (water and energy
production, clay extraction, fish farming, 'wet' forms of agriculture, survival
recreation) will be able to live there. They will live in houses on stilts, mounds or in
houseboats or other floating accommodation. They will deliver their products to local
distribution points/accommodation centres travelling over roads that occasionally go
underground, and from there via the main transport axes to their destination.
Close to these distribution points, in this area we shall find intensive agriculture (hightech and eco-tech): such as vegetables, trees and fruit trees cultivation on soil in
floating or water-proof containers. Energy will be generated via windmills or solar
cells, or classically from the electricity grid.
Previous (formal) winterbeds (floodplains)
nature, cultural history, ribbons of accommodation
Along the river floodplains, there will be centres of valuable cultural history, and this
will be an extensive environment for establishing high-value living and working in
new and older estates along the water, in the countryside. The area will be accessible
via a windy river dike that is broken through in a number of places to allow the river
water a free route through to the lower-lying land behind. Bridges will be laid across
these breakthrough points. Connections to the land behind will be small in number
and will be periodically unusable due to high water.
West Holland Lakes
cultural dynamics, leisure park, horticulture park, living on the water front
In the lake, one or more recreation islands will be created in the style of the Tivoli in
Copenhagen. People will be able to enjoy the pleasure park, water recreation and
shows on the water (in the fun centre). Bridges will go to the islands that will, like the
Ponte Vecchio in Venice, be used for accommodation and shops. At various places on
the lake there will be floating villages, and along the edge will be small beaches where
the tidal influence can be seen.
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Elevation gradients. River islands - transport axis, companies, mound dwellings,
recreational preserves, aquaculture

Former river plains, water and cultural history, dynamics of nature and river, dikes
broken through, ribbons of cultural history
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West-Holland Lakes - Cultural dynamics, Living on water, Transport, Horticulture
park, Island with amusement park based on water

New Biesbosch - Tidal dynamics, Fresh/brackish, Tidal nature, Living on water, Water
recreation
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Horticulture will be practiced in floating greenhouses with cultivation in containers. By
also developing the living function inside these greenhouses, one can take double
profit from the energy required for greenhouse cultivation.
New Biesbosch
tidal dynamics, fresh/brackish, tidal nature, living on water, outdoor water recreation
During the last two centuries, this landscape is the one that has remained virtually the
same. A rough and difficult-to-penetrate jungle, cut through by a number of
waterways; a very wild area for all inhabitants of West-Holland with a boat. For
adventurous and rich people, there are holiday houses and permanent houses that go
up and down two metres each day.

3.4 Other development variations
Images of the society in RiversandLand
In the previous paragraph, a possible image is sketched of the possibilities for use by
humans of the Large Rivers area by application of the RiversandLand concept. In
order to be able to describe the situation, we have made assumptions about possible
technical developments that could take place within the next few hundred years. This
is also a fictitious image, one of many possibilities.
Starting from the possible social welfare developments, four future visions have been
suggested, based on three possible developments:
• the way that society will live with nature (natural processes dominating versus
technology);
• the way that the economy develops (space-devouring versus space-saving
economy);
• the way in which society develops (individualistic versus collective).
These images should be seen as variations on that described in the previous paragraph
3.2. They show that very differently organised forms of society are possible within the
water safety concept.
Eilandenrijk (Archipelago)

In the area called Eilandenrijk, people have adjusted to the ways of nature, using as
little of the ground as possible and giving nature all the space it needs. Society is
individualistic and, because each citizen is responsible for their own safety against
water, they live in the higher-lying places.
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Stadstaat (City state)

In the area called Stadstaat, people use the surrounding nature. The population is
concentrated in a number of large city conglomerations and has little interest for
aspects such as nature and the environment. People are individualistic and
materialistic. Strong dikes protect the intensive-use areas, within which huge
investments have been made for technical water facilities.
Villapark

The Villapark is a garden landscape in which only required and planned elements can
be found, with everything styled and thought out by the people. The land will be
covered by large space-devouring areas of villa housing, in which the inhabitants are
rich and individualistic and enjoy their own privacy. The cities are impoverished and
there are many empty houses; the villa parks are well protected against high water
and the rivers are only in certain places wedged in between high dikes.
Parkland

The nature in Parkland is looked on as something to be consumed. People will live in
preference spaciously but concentrated in a landscape that is set up like a park in socalled registered village living. The village character will be expressed in the emotion
of social responsibility of the citizens. River dikes protect Parkland, with management
of dikes, water levels and drainage being important and well-organised tasks.
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4 RiversandLand and the economy1

(Deluxe dikes; Closing down sale - buy your dike here!)
RiversandLand is not an investment project to be executed; it is a long-term vision
that can be used as a background for decision-making (and changes in policy) in the
present. Weighing up the economic costs and benefits between the current dikes
concept and a hundreds-of-years-further look into the future that may exist if the
RiversandLand concept is used does not look possible with our current economic
insight. However, we shall attempt to show in this chapter how the RiversandLand
concept can be looked at from an economic point of view.

4.1 Images translated into economic characteristics
The question is how the described vision of the future can be looked at from a
financial viewpoint and what consequences this will have for the various functions?
Making this type of projection in economically valuable terms requires a great deal of
assumptions and best guesses.
What are the characteristics of the area, as it will appear over several hundreds of
years, to which substantial economic consequences are linked, taking into account a
very large margin of uncertainty?. Nevertheless, these characteristics can be described
in general and consist of the following for the economics behind Riversand Land:
• the favourable influence of the concept on the part of the Netherlands bordering
the area, because of its large collecting capacity;
• in a new area, new economic activities will develop. Over the period that we are
looking, we can assume that there is plenty of time for a partial changeover from
existing to future economic activities. Forced cutbacks on existing activities with all
the undesired consequences is not the issue and does not need to be expressed in
financial terms;
• there will be a large area of exceptional value in terms of its nature and good
water quality;
• there are substantial financial consequences for maintaining the transport axes. It is
assumed that the North-South and East-West connections across the area will
remain very important into the distant future;
• the areas and businesses that we want to retain for the future, such as towns,
villages and elements with high cultural-historic value and that, for these reasons,
will require special protective measures.
An important positive characteristic is the almost complete independence of the
RiversandLand concept from the whims of nature and thereby related high level of
organisation to cope with its large natural fluctuations. We are becoming less
dependent on maintenance of the dikes for our safety against water because holding
1
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it back, storing it and discharging it seems more natural. This extra value cannot
unfortunately be expressed in economic terms, but it is worth a great deal and it is
one of the determining factors for the economics behind RiversandLand.
Further crystallisation of the characteristics is necessary to gain an impression of the
economics behind RiversandLand. The following aspects are looked on as benefits:
• a more robust safety level in the whole of the Netherlands;
• the flourishing of the inland fishing industry;
• an increase in fresh water supply for drinking and agriculture;
• an enduring mineral extraction industry as a consequence of new sedimentation;
• in some ways, more possibilities for navigation;
• more recreation;
• creation of water retention in a natural way;
• creation of natural purification of nutrients and waste;
• an increase in the experience value of the nature and landscape;
• less expenses and care required for dikes, dams and other engineering
constructions.
Examples of aspects that carry considerable costs with them:
• future communities in houses on stilts, mound dwellings or floating houses;
• towns and cultural history value requiring special protective measures, e.g., with
new rings of dikes;
• changing the current transport system within the area by introducing roads on
poles, floating roads or underground infrastructure;
• costs of dismantling industries and companies, many because of natural turnover;
• extra care and costs for any new health problems;
• adjusting the North-South and East-West transport axes, both on land and on the
water.

4.2

Economy and development of the vision

The current costs for dike management and maintenance are in the order of 2 billion
guilders per year (about 1 billion dollars) for the whole of the Netherlands. In
comparison to, for example, the budget of the Dutch government (200 billion guilders
per year) and Dutch exports (500 billion guilders per year), this is a small amount to
keep the Dutch economy going. For management and maintenance, a similar
comparison can be made: for the road system, 6 billion guilders are currently spent
each year for laying new roads and maintenance. The costs caused by a flood are
roughly 240 billion guilders and this amount will only increase in the future with
increasing investments.
How can the financial value of today for the dikes be related with the future new
situation with the RiversandLand concept? The current economic tools offer nothing
to work with; the economic models now used have a maximum time horizon of 50
years. The reason for this is that costs and benefits that will accrue in the future are
much less important, because the money can temporarily be put elsewhere. The
return on the amount that is temporarily put to work elsewhere can be used later to
pay for future investments.
If the vision as described in this report is evaluated as an investment project in
financial terms with the normal time horizon of 50 years, then it is not an attractive
investment, as is actually the case with many visionary proposals. However, there are
always parts of a vision that are looked on as attractive investments and can bring in
money. This means that, if there is a change in policy towards a RiversandLand
concept, the parts that may already be manageable should now be indicated. This
situation is similar to the reclaiming (poldering) of the previously un-diked southwest
of the Netherlands in the past. Reclaiming the whole of the West Netherlands at the
same time would not have been rewarding, even without considering the technical
possibilities for achieving this. Reclaiming parts of the area that were in themselves
attractive financially appeared to be a financially attractive solution. This is a good
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comparison for the economic background to RiversandLand: doing everything at once
is not attractive, but in the very long term taking parts that do fit within the vision and
bringing them into the concept will lead to a non-monetary advantage of robust
safety against the high waters of the rivers.
There are smaller areas within the total area for which it is financially and
economically feasible and attractive to live without the known protection of dikes, as
for example with houseboat inhabitants and those on water meadows. By doing this
in small areas for which at that moment and at current prices and under the current
situation it is attractive, then the costs of the total project are manageable, for
example in areas where outside the dikes surface mineral extraction can take place.

4.3 Financial costs and benefits
Running the numbers on
this exercise leads to the
following conclusions:
The expected physical
and economic damage
resulting from a flood
under the current
conditions is approx. 240
billion guilders. By
solving a problem that is
of national importance,
such as the offering of
protection against
flooding, each measure
that has the desired effect will be favourably looked on in comparison to not doing
anything, i.e., investing in water safety is in every case attractive. However, projects
that are for this reason favourable (i.e., having a favourable social costs/benefits
relationship) may not be so in comparison to the best conceivable alternative. In terms
of social welfare, the RiversandLand vision is potentially favourable, and it is worth
looking into and developing further. If this vision of living with water is implemented,
it will provide a positive benefit of several billion guilders per year by preventing the
average expected flood damage.
The economic investigation that has been performed suggests the necessity for
coming up with an integrated and dynamic cost/benefit analysis. It should be dynamic
because insights will change over time and the method must be able to take account
of changes in knowledge and support; and integrated because all aspects must of
course be taken into account, including indirect effects and shifting costs.
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5 Dealing with a vision

1

A vision for the very long term is not a plan for implementation, but it does indicate a
direction for development that appears to offer a more durable and robust solution
against long-term problems (such as the rising sea level). If the direction is different
from current policy then adjustments to the direction should be considered. In a
complex society such as ours, this is not simple because our society has many shortterms needs, and a large amount of autonomic development goes on in which it is
difficult to give direction to a future in 30 to 40 years.
Everyone believes that it is appropriate to give attention to perspectives for the
distant future, but the way in which the 'here and now' in everyday decision-making
fulfils its role is simple to interpret. We must change course, but how? It is a broad
joint process, with many sides and many interested parties, that we must open up.
In processes of change in society in the direction of a look into the distant future, such
as the RiversandLand concept, a number of aspects play a role:
1. Perception and communication;
2. Risks and cost management;
3. The role of the government;
4. Linking to trends.

5.1 Perception and communication
(No dear, it's not scary, living in the
water meadows. We just make heavy
damage claims against the
government!)
It is important to be able to discuss with
the population and government about
the usefulness and necessity of the
RiversandLand concept as an example
of water-safety-oriented thinking in the
long term. For this, perception and
communication are essential items.
Perception
The presence of the river provides value
to the surroundings: it has been shown to be perceived as dynamic, renewing,
romantic, exciting (because of the chance of high water), and peaceful (as the ships
travel past).
In general, people have great trouble imagining surroundings in which the
RiversandLand concept can be realised. Examination of the description of the concept
suggests a number of differing aspects on which the concept will have an influence,
such as the landscape, quality of life, mobility, housing construction, infrastructure,
agriculture, nature and recreation. It is interesting that in a study of perception
amongst current inhabitants, they have had very little experience of the threat of high
water, whereas aspects such as climate change and increasing sea levels are well
known. It was noticed that the continuing subsidence of the ground level was a far
less well-known phenomenon. The role of the government in guaranteeing water
safety goes without saying for most people, as well as the fact that they have a policy
developed to take care of it.
As well as strong negative reactions, other people reacted by showing interest in the
concept as a way of thinking, a thought experiment, that was necessary to come up
with solutions to the problems, however they arise. Obviously, people see this sort of

1
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exercise as a task for the government, and they were prepared and even desired to
take part in further development of this concept.
Communication and public support
The most important factor within the area of communication and public support is the
perception of risk: how does a citizen experience safety with respect to water? The
citizen will consider that it is a responsibility of government; without himself taking
any direct responsibility.
The second important aspect of communication and public support is the image of the
Directorate General for Public Works and Water Management as a communicator.
This image appears to be rather diffuse, with on the one hand Directorate General for
Public Works and Water Management being looked on as the experts, experienced as
indispensable and many sided. On the other hand, they are looked on as a
bureaucratic government institution that only communicates poorly with the
population.
A third aspect is called interactive policy formation: a citizen expects that the
government will come up with a vision and wants to become more closely involved.
However, the government appears to be insufficiently aware of what moves its
citizens.

5.2 Risks and cost management
(the balance between land
and water - is there some
freedom ?)
To gain an insight into the
acceptable costs for
protection against floods,
the relationship between
those costs and those for
protection against other
accidents in our society has
been looket at. A possible
way to put the risks and costs into perspective is to compare the requirements for dike
safety with the standards that are expected for the so-called Major Hazards
Installations. From what have been seen, the risk standards are often only directed
towards prevention of human fatalities, while damage to property is not involved in
the analysis.
The chances of the dikes being breached in areas surrounded by dikes in fact do
support economic considerations. This is clearly shown by a differentiation between
those chances for various parts of the Netherlands. The value of the total economic
activities in an area play an important role in this. In addition, account is taken of the
desire to avoid as many human fatalities as possible as a consequence of flooding.
Cost management and knowledge of the financial risks involved is also very important
in a vision with such a scope. It appears that these risks are not too great because subprojects that fit within this vision can be executed in a stepwise manner, which is the
way we imagine in the transition process. There will be sub-areas within the total area
in which it is financially and economically feasible (and attractive) to live without the
protection of dikes, as is now the case for houseboat inhabitants and those in water
meadows. If this transition can be realised on a large scale and systematically,
economic activity will take place by which living on water will become a part of daily
life. This is already resulting at this moment in some outside-the-dikes floating living
areas in places where earlier surface minerals were extracted: the river has been given
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more space, the people have started to live with the water, and it is financially and
economically attractive.

5.3 The government as a reliable partner
The government can be a reliable partner for the citizen by keeping to the general
principles of good management. This means thinking about being careful, reasonable
and legally correct, and also about transparency and coherence in policy on various
management levels. Effectiveness and efficiency, legitimacy and integrity are
important aspects of the quality of policy and management. The every-day practice,
including for water projects, shows that what the population expect from the
government is that the latter achieve these management objectives. Unfortunately,
the government is not always in the situation in which to fulfil this expectation.
RiversandLand is a complex concept, in which it is necessary that the general principle
of good management and the aspects of quality of policy and management are well
carried out, and this is true for all phases of the development and thought processes.
It is recommended that a form of participation and interactive policy should be
applied, so that the government can really be seen as a recognisable partner of the
population. In this way, support or in this case involvement will be created and the
quality of the RiversandLand concept will be increased.

5.4 Linking to the trend for 'Living with water'
In the external environment of the Directorate General for Public Works and Water
Management, a large number of developments are taking place that are assisting the
trend for 'Living with Water'. Floating houses and other moving property (see Chapter
3) are already being considered, and policy matters require attention. A good example
th
of this is the 5 Note (Policy Report) on Physical Planning, in which water takes a
th
prominent place. In the 4 Note on Water Management, attention is also given to this
st
item. In the report of the Committee on Water Management the 21 Century, the
necessity to handle water in a different way is described in various development
possibilities. Attention to flood safety is also on the agenda. The trend 'Living with
water' will definitely have an influence in the discussion about the flood safety
concept for the distant future.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations
Investigation of the possibilities of the RiversandLand concept for the distant future
appears to have been a worthwhile and surprising exercise. Many of those who were
confronted with the concept, and many of whom after a first violent shock reaction
like 'you're crazy', became fascinated until they were saying 'it's actually quite
intriguing, this concept of yours'. The study had an investigative character and the
many exercises provided a multicoloured patchwork of results. This chapter
summarises the most important conclusions, and recommendations for follow-up are
given.

6.1 Conclusions
1. The investigation of ‘extreme’ visions of the future such as the RiversandLand
concept is very useful as it provides surprising pictures and challenges us towards
innovation. Visions give perspectives against a background in which current
planning and decision-making processes can be regarded.
2. The flood safety concept of RiversandLand is not restricted to the current Large
Rivers area, but is in principle applicable to elsewhere, both within and outside the
Netherlands.
3. The RiversandLand concept is a powerful flood safety concept: the picture that it
creates in peoples' minds is both off-putting yet intriguing. On the one hand, the
consequences for design and land use are enormous; on the other hand,
RiversandLand is very robust and enduringly safe against higher levels of river
output and the safety of the remaining diked areas leaps forwards.
4. The RiversandLand concept is an extreme elaboration of water as a planning
medium for the design and use of the scarce space in the Netherlands, for which
safety against high water levels is guaranteed.
5. Strategies for the very long term can be used in the evaluation of 'no-regret'
measures for water management that will be executed in the short term.
6. In the very long term, the government will also be seen as giving direction to the
thinking about flood safety, for which they will initiate and supervise the formation
of visions. They must give a large amount of attention to the development and
maintenance of sufficient support in society, by which 'openness' and
'transparency' will be the key words of the communication process.
7. By following through with successful development of the vision in the very long
term, it is necessary that socially involved parties are prepared to offer fixed
frameworks for discussion. They must also be open for possible developments in
the near and distant future that are not thought to be desirable according to
current ideas.
8. From current economic criteria putting forward the current dikes safety concept is
greatly preferred to realisation of the RiversandLand concept. Only as a vision of
the distant future does the RiversandLand concept show its value, against which its
role for the reduction in risks for the remainder of the diked area must be
balanced.
9. From a flood safety viewpoint, continuation of the current dikes safety concept is
preferable in the short and medium term, and that is also current policy.
10. Soil subsidence and sea level rise will have a great influence on river water
management in the next few hundred years. It is not unthinkable that over time
the sacrifices that must be made to keep the current flood safety concept going
(increasing the height of and strengthening dikes, damaging the landscape, and
the increased risks in the diked area) are not weighed against the benefits (of dry
feet!).
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6.2 Recommendations
The quality of life in the Netherlands is for a large part determined by water-related
safety, which affects every part and touches all aspects of society. Long-term
formation of visions and development of concepts in this area and linking back to
decision-making in the short term should then also occur in cooperation with all the
parties and be linked to all aspects.
The follow-up route for the RiversandLand project will be given form in an explicit
and open cooperation with all social groups, including parties from policy and
management, social interests and the knowledge infrastructure. Sufficient attention
should be given to scientific, technical, organisational and management aspects in an
integrated manner. This requires the effort of the exact and social sciences, humanities
and arts.
The basic aim is the development of very long-term visions for safety and quality of
life related to water, preparing appropriate images, and indication of the importance
of the preparation and decision-making for questions and problems in the short and
medium term.
A further analysis is necessary to give form to such a follow-up route, for which
connections must be made as much as possible to already running and starting
activities in this 'water area', e.g., activities in the framework of agreements over
st
water policy for the 21 century, such as the interdepartmental knowledge conference
to be organised by the Ministry of Transport and Water Management in June 2001.
In the following paragraphs, we give suggestions for questions that deserve attention
in the follow-up study. When further analysis and design has been completed for this
follow-up study, these research items will be further described and specified. The
'demand component' should be taken into account from parties involved in policy and
management, social interests and ordinary citizens.
Development of visions and concepts
1. The dike forms the basis for the current flood safety system. In the RiversandLand
concept, the basis is formed by the way of designing and using the land and the
way of life based on water as the governing principle. The question is now
whether other fundamentally different safety concepts exist or are possible? And
what can we learn from those concepts?
2. What have we learnt from the last thousand years of history behind dikes in the
Netherlands? Have there been considerations over whether to work with diked
areas or not, and what were they? Which factors and aspects played a role in
them?
3. How does the flood safety concept in RiversandLand work in other areas in the
Netherlands, e.g., the Delta in the Province of Zeeland?
4. Is there a real gap between RiversandLand and the current dike concept and, if so,
which factors determine this gap and what are their relative importance? For
example, natural factors (sea level rise, higher river discharge), technical factors
(soft soil), social factors (safety, remaining risk acceptance) and institutional factors
(institutions and organisations).
5. Visions are now being developed, but have little relation to the current generation.
The government is responsible for the initiative for investigation in the very long
term. How can we involve society in this development?
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Establishing visions and concepts
1. In order to make it possible to discuss visions and concepts, images are desired
that can show society based on fundamentally different safety concepts, with
poets and artists playing a prominent role. The images must be based on physical
reality, for which natural scientists and engineers can provide models and
scenarios. These images concern, among others:
• river water output and sea level rise during the next few hundred years;
• landscape and the relationship between biotic and abiotic aspects;
• society, with all its aspects of living, working, recreation and mobility. The
physical design of the countryside and the social organisation must be involved
together in this.
The way in which we live, work, play and move about changes more quickly than
the way in which we cope with water. In the images, we can take account of
developments and investments that fit within a different type of water
management, that leads to a more 'water-resistant' society.
Due to the connections between the different factors, images of the Large Rivers
area will be different from those for another area, even if the same flood safety
concept is envisaged.

2. After a total global investigation, cases can be studied in more detail, and what
perspectives of the studied safety concepts offer for other social problems, such as
population growth, silting up of West-Holland and our future position at the
European level.
3. Because our society lives more and more internationally, and water systems are not
limited within country borders, the development of visions must also be discussed
in an international context.
Importance of visions and concepts for the short and medium term
1. These visions and concepts concern the possibilities that lie well over our usual
time horizon, when looking ahead even 50 years seems to be a very long time.
The visions are also not investment plans to be executed now; they have a
function in the stepwise formation of the future. It is really not clear whether, and
if so how, visions for the very long term can be weighed up in everyday decisionmaking. The current scenario techniques and economic balancing models are not
able to cope with this. It is therefore also important to develop new methods and
techniques that will involve these visions for the distant future in current decisionmaking.
2. Visions offer a chance to think about questions which can be applied in the short
term and they can challenge us into innovations that can be used in the short term.
For example, we can think about emergency overflow areas. And if we are looking
at unexpected occurrences, then a vision should provide pointers for the followup.
3. New concepts and visions are important for the future of our country, and they
can be of possible importance for other countries which also have similar problems
with water and flooding. Dutch experts are often advisers in these areas due to
their water engineering knowledge. For other concepts, this role can add an
additional dimension and with this we can learn from others in this context of
vision development, and a similar relationship with other worlds can exist.
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7 Reports on RiversandLand
This report is based on a large number of separate reports that were prepared under
the framework of the RiversandLand project. Below, we give an overview of these
reports, shown under the institutes from which they originated.
Institute of Hydraulics and Engineering; IHE Delft
1. An Inventory of Measures and Solutions Coping with Floods around the World.
Nasr Hekal, March 2000. (supervisor H.J. Verhagen)
2. Coping with Floods, a Comparison of three Case Studies. John Wainaina Mburu,
May 2001. (supervisor M. v.d. Wegen)
State University of Utrecht
3. Hydraulic calculations [in Dutch; original title: Hydraulische berekeningen].
Practical training report. Léon de Nijs, July 2000. Faculty of town and Country
Planning Sciences, Department of Geophysics. (supervisors H.J.A. Berendsen and
H. Middelkoop) in cooperation with Constuction Department, DirectorateGeneral for Public Works and Water Management(PWWM).
4. Morphology and morphological changes [in Dutch; original title: Morfologie en
morfologische veranderingen]. Practical training report. Dion van Groningen,
Baukje Meesen and Jeanine Topélen, September 2000. Faculty of Town and
Country Planning Sciences, Department of Geophysics. (supervisor H.
Middelkoop) in cooperation with Construction Department, Directorate-General
for Public Works and Water Management(PWWM).
Technical University of Delft
5. Risks of current water management policy [in Dutch; original title: Risico’s van
het huidige waterbeleid]. Olaf Kuijper, January 2001. Faculty of Techniques and
Management. (supervisors B. Enserink and Prof. W.E. Walker)
6. RiversandLand - final report on project education in Civil Engineering [in Dutch;
original title: Rivierenland eindrapport projectonderwijs Civiele Techniek]. RutgerJan van Broekhoven, Joost ter Hoeven, Willem Keij, Daniel van der Pluim,
Charlotte Saltner, Bert Stegink, Kenji Tollenaar and Kees van der Vliet, July 2000.
(supervisors P.J. Visser and M.W. Ertsen)
7. Government must be a reliable partner for the citizen [in Dutch; original title:
Overheid moet een betrouwbare partner voor de burger zijn]. Ineke van
Bemmelen, January 2001. (supervisor B. Enserink)
8. RiversandLand [in Dutch; original title: Rivierenland]. A.N.B. van der Windt, E.
van der Wal, E.L.P. Willems and M.H. Flierman, October 2000. Department of
Infrastructure Planning (supervisor Prof. F.M. Sanders)
9. RiversandLand, Pre-evaluation of the transition process - a scenario study [in
Dutch; original title: Rivierenland, Ex-ante evaluatie van het transitieproces - een
scenariostudie]. Bert Enserink, Ineke van Bemmelen and Olaf Kuijper, November
2000
Free University of Amsterdam
10. The Netherlands without Hansje Brinker, shifting of policy, shifting of the dikes?
[in Dutch; original title: Nederland zonder Hansje Brinker, verschuiving van
beleid, verschuiving van de dijken?]. Corina Boekel, Nadine Böke, Marieke
Doorenbosch, Dirk Janssen, Nienke Klomp, Martijn Los and Wendy de Wind,
June 2000. (supervisor P. Zonneveld)
Directorate General for Public Works and Water Management, Road and Hydraulic
Engineering Institute, Delft
11. RiversandLand, living on flowing water [in Dutch; original title: Rivierenland,
wonen op water in beweging]. Robert ‘t Hart, November 2000.
12. An ace up the sleeve [in Dutch; original title: Een troef achter de hand]
(brochure). October 2000
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13. Report on Workshop on RiversandLand [in Dutch; original title: Verslag
Workshop Rivierenland]. May 2000.
14. RiversandLand, an investigation aimed at the distant future, plan of approach [in
Dutch; original title: Rivierenland, verkennende studie gericht op de verre
toekomst, plan van aanpak]. January 2000.
15. Transport and mobility within Rivers and Land [in Dutch; original title: Transport
en mobiliteit binnen Rivierenland]. March 2001.
16. RiversandLand, dynamics in a natural system [in Dutch; original title:
Rivierenland, dynamiek in een natuurlijk systeem]. December 2000 (Construction
Department PWWM).
17. RiversandLand, transition and experiences [in Dutch; original title: Rivierenland,
transitie en beleving]. December 2000.
Construction Department, Directorate General for Public Works and Water
Management, Utrecht
19. Values of perception of RiversandLand [in Dutch; original title: Belevingswaarden
Rivierenland]. Elly van Welie, January 2001.
20. Hydraulic calculations for RiversandLand [in Dutch; original title: Hydraulische
Berekeningen Rivierenland]. Jeroen Zuurveld, November 2000.
21. Are dikes enduringly safe? Effects of increased pressure/loads on flood water
defences [in Dutch; original title: Dijken duurzaam veilig, Effecten van
toenemende belastingen op waterkeringen]. F.M. Stroeve and B.A.N. Koehorst,
September 2000.
University of Twente
22. Who does not think along with us cannot complain; a study into the existence of
support for the RiversandLand project [in Dutch; original title: Wie niet meedenkt,
mag niet klagen; een onderzoek naar het ontstaan van draagvlak voor het project
Rivierenland]. February 2001. Graduation thesis. Irina Marks (Applied
Communication Science), in cooperation with Construction Department,
Directorate General for Public Works and Water Management (supervisors: Dr.
J.M. Gutteling, Dr. R.A. van de Peppel, Mrs. C.E.M. van Welie)
Erasmus University Rotterdam
23 Economic instruments in integrated water management [in Dutch; original title:
Economische instrumenten in integraal waterbeheer]. Sander Boot, March 2001.
24 Costs and benefits of an alternative safety concept [in Dutch; original title:
Kosten en baten van een alternatief veiligheidsconcept]. Kirsten Schuijt,
March 2001.
Dutch Institute for Economics, Rotterdam
25. Extraction of surface minerals in relation to safety and value of areas as well as the
safety of the dikes in perspective [in Dutch; original title: Winning van
oppervlaktedelfstoffen in relatie tot veiligheid en waarde van gebieden alsmede de
veiligheid van dijken in perspectief]. G.R. Otten and A.C.P. Verster, December
2000.
State University of Maastricht
26. The RiversandLand concept: a source of inspiration? [in Dutch; original title: Het
concept Rivierenland: een bron van inspiratie?]. Practical training report. Margo
van den Brink, February 2001. Faculty of Cultural Science. (supervisor Prof. R. de
Wilde).
Wageningen University and Research Centre
27. Design principles for RiversandLand (working title) [in Dutch; original title:
Inrichtingsprincipes voor Rivierenland (werktitel)]. Eveline van Leeuwen, Janneke
Hagens and Ilya Musters, June 2001. Department of Town and Country Planning
in cooperation with Alterra. (supervisors G. Karsjens and E. Westein).
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Royal Institute for the Tropics, Amsterdam
28. RiversandLand, investigation of a safety concept with special reference to
infectious diseases [in Dutch; original title: Rivierenland, verkenning van een
veiligheidsconcept, infectieziekten]. Martijn ter Heegde, Corinthe Zekveld and
Erica Hackenitz, January 2001.
WL/Delft Hydraulics, Delft
29. Effects of climate change on output from the Rhine and Maas rivers [in Dutch;
original title: Effecten van klimaatverandering op de afvoer van Rijn en Maas]. Jaap
Kwadijk, November 2000.
Alterra, Wageningen
30. Description of possibilities for human use [in Dutch; original title: Beschrijving
menselijke gebruiksmogelijkheden Rivierenland]
Vista/Sight, Amsterdam/Veenendaal
31. Nature reference for RiversandLand [in Dutch; original title: Natuurreferentie
Rivierenland]. Jos Rademakers, Sjef Jansen, Paul Hoek and Pieter Veen, March
2001.
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Appendix
Composition of Road and Hydraulics Engineering Institute Project
team
P.J.M. Wondergem, project leader
J. Visser, deputy project leader
Mrs. G. Both
1
G.A. Beaufort
J.W. Broers
L. Gerritse
R. ‘t Hart
G.J.C.M. Hoffmans
R.D. Hoogendoorn
2
J. Huisman
Mrs. M.B.G. Ketelaars
R.J.M.F. Nijsten
C.P. Poot
W.S. de Vries
Mrs. E. Wong Loi Sing
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Construction Department, General-Directorate for Public Works and Water Management,

2

External advisor
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The Road and Hydraulic Engineering Institute (DWW) of the Directorate-General of
Transport, Public Works and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat) is the advisory
division for technique and environment for road and hydraulic engineering, which
does research, advises and transfers knowledge on nature and environmental
engineering of the physical infrastructure, water and water defence systems, and
supply of raw construction materials, including environmental aspects.
The Hydraulic Engineering Division of the DWW acts as the operational arm of
the Technical Advisory Committee on Water Defences (TAW). DWW commissions
the research and prepares the TAW’s recommendations.

The Technical Advisory Committee on Water Defences (TAW,
the Committee) was set up by the Ministry of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management. The Committee advises the
Minister on all technical and scientific aspects that might be
significant for an efficient construction and maintenance of
water defences; and also for the safety of the areas protected by
water defences.
For questions on TAW’s or DWW activities please contact the
Road and Hydraulic Engineering Institute (DWW) of the
Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management.
PO Box 5044
2600 GA DELFT
The Netherlands
Tel. +31-(0)15 251 84 36
Fax. +31-(0)15 251 85 55
Email: dwwmail@dww.rws.minvenw.nl
Internet: www.minvenw.nl/dww/home/
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